The common carotid artery usually divides into the internal carotid artery (ICA) and external carotid artery (ECA) at the C3-4 level. The non-bifurcating cervical carotid artery (NBCCA) is a rare variant of the carotid arterial bifurcation, in which the ECA trunk directly arises from the common carotid artery without the actual bifurcation forming the ICA (1, 2). Two angiographic instances of anomalous external carotid artery (ECA) and internal carotid artery (ICA) anastomosis are described, each occurring at the C2-3 level and bearing remnants of proximal ICA. The ICA remnant of one patient (identifiable immediately upon bifurcation of the common carotid artery) was hypoplastic, and that of the other patient was an occluded arterial stump. These features are not typical of non-bifurcating ICA. The occipital artery originated from an anomalous connection in one instance and from the main trunk of the ECA (just past the ECA-ICA connection) in the other.
INTRODUCTION
However, it remains unclear how those variants arise and whether the ECA or ICA serves as the common trunk. This study encountered two patients with an anomalous ECA-ICA anastomoses, each bearing a remnant of the proximal ICA segment. These features are uncharacteristic of NBCCA. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Seoul National University Hospital. The requirement to obtain written informed consent for study participation was waived.
CASE REPORTS Case 1
A 44-year-old male presented with a brief loss of consciousness one month prior. He was neurologically intact at the first outpatient clinic visit. Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) showed a suspicious cerebral aneurysm of the right A2 segment. A diagnostic cerebral angiography was performed to improve the diagnostic accuracy and to devise a therapeutic plan, and it revealed an unusual variation at the cervical segment of the carotid artery, 
DISCUSSION
In these two patients, the hypoplastic proximal ICA (case 1) and the carotid arterial stump (case 2) seen on imaging, were both viewed as remnants of the proximal ICA, given that branches of the common carotid artery typically bifurcate at the C3-4 spinal level (6) . The contralateral ICA of each patient originated at this level as well.
Embryologically, the ICA originated from the third aortic arch and then continues to a successive dorsal aortic arch root; and the ECA arises as a new branch from the ventral aspect of the third aortic arch (Fig. 3A-C) (1, 2) . The anomalous ECA-ICA anastomoses described here and the NBCCA seem to be similar developmental variants. There have been two hypotheses to explain the development of in addition to a 5-mm right A2 aneurysm. An anomalous ECA-ICA anastomosis was identified at the C2-3 level, accompanied by a hypoplastic C4-level proximal ICA (viewed as a remnant of the normally originating ICA). The occipital artery was seen to originate from the anomalous vessel (Fig. 1) . The cranial distribution of the ICA distal to the anomalous connection was otherwise normal. Coil embolization of the A2 aneurysm was planned.
Case 2
A 60-year-old male was admitted to further evaluate a cerebral aneurysm incidentally discovered by an MRA during a medical check-up. Diagnostic angiography showed a right middle cerebral artery (MCA) bifurcation aneurysm, roughly 3 mm in size, with an anomalous left ECA-ICA anastomosis at the C2 level. At the C4 level, an arterial stump of the ICA was evident (Fig. 2) . The occipital artery originated from the ECA main trunk, just past the anomalous connection. kjronline.org the NBCCA: 1) agenesis of the main trunk of the ECA and 2) agenesis of the proximal ICA segment, with persistence of the hyoid-stapedial system that connects ICA with ECA at C1 level ( Fig. 3D) (1, 2, 4) . However, demonstration of a remnant ICA or carotid stump in these two patients suggests that the NBCCA results from the normal development of the main ECA trunk along with agenesis or hypogenesis of the proximal ICA segment (Fig. 3E) . In addition to the identifiable origin of ICA, the level of anomalous ECA-ICA anastomoses observed in this study (C2-3) differed from the typical level (C1), which has been reported on the NBCCA. The exact cause for discrepancy in the level of anastomoses remains elusive. However, the authors conjecture that it may be caused by downward transposition of the hyoidstapedial system (persistence of the second aortic arch) or a development of alternate vessels other than the hyoidstapedial system. In the second case, the carotid stump might have been caused by acquired conditions (such as dissected occlusion), in consideration of the fact that the end of the occlusion had a sharp margin. Diminished or absent flow (of hypoplastic ICA or occluded arterial stump) may have induced the anastomoses, as in the NBCCA. Hence, the hypotheses here may simply represent variants of the NBCCA. Suzuki et al. (7) have devised a classification system for the carotid bifurcation and its branching vessels (common carotid artery, ECA, and ICA). By their criteria, patient 1 corresponds with Type C or D, whereas patient 2 (remnant carotid budding) is unclassifiable. Still, type D or E may be applied, if the arterial stump size is considered. All patterns of this classification, including these two cases and the NBCCA as well, might be understood as having the same embryological spectrum of carotid bifurcation. In terms of biologic mechanisms, the homeobox gene Hoxa-2 acts as selector gene for pathways that govern the second aortic arch structures and Hoxa-3 is required for the development kjronline.org of the third aortic arch artery and carotid body (8, 9) . Any defect in the regulation or expression of these genes may induce those anomalies. However, it is uncertain what defects determines the branching pattern of the carotid bifurcation.
The anomalous ECA-ICA anastomoses described here should not be confused with fenestration or duplication of the ICA. Embryologically, the proximal ICA originates from the third aortic arch, consisting of parallel, multiple vessels at an early stage (4-5 mm) (10, 11). If two such vessels persist instead of the usual single channel, the ICA duplication would result. Similarly, fenestration may be the consequence of an unusual carotid duct remnant, connecting third and fourth dorsal aortas (11). Instead, the anomalies in these two patients likely represent the persistence of the hyoid artery derived from the second aortic arch.
In conclusion, this study reported two instances of an anomalous ECA-ICA anastomosis with hypoplastic proximal ICA and remnant carotid budding, both confirmed by cerebral angiography. It is important to detect such developmental variants, thus avoiding arterial injuries during neck surgery or biopsy, and thereby appreciating their potential for collateral circulation during vascular compromise (arterial stenosis or occlusion). 
